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In this note we derive the numerical value of the constant Bk in

Berman's   version   of   the   Levy-Baxter   theorem    [2].   Let   X(t),

t = (tx, h, • • •, h),-^<tx, ■■-,(*<», IMI = 0!+4+ • • • +tl)112,
be Levy's Brownian process of k parameters: it is a Gaussian process

with mean 0 and covariance function

(1) p(s, I) = E{X(s)X(t)} = (1/2){||*|| + |M| - ||* - *||}.

For each integer «^ 1, let the unit cube {t: O^tx^l, ■ ■ ■ , 0^4^1}

be broken up into 2nh cubes whose edges have the common length

2~" and whose corner-points are of the form (ix2~n, ■ ■ ■ , **2~"),

where the i's are integers between 0 and 2". Let F,-,„ denote the fcth-

order difference of the sample function X over the cube C(i, n)

= {t: (ii-l)2-»^ti^ii2-«, • • • , (4-l)2-"g4=42-"}:

k

Yi.„ = Ax ■ ■ ■ AkX = X(ii2-«, ■ ■ ■ , ik2~") -'Epr+T.pr,
(2) r=X r<s

-+ (-l)kX((h - 1)2-", ■■■ ,(ik- 1)2-")

where p„...t denotes X(clt • ■ ■ , ck) for cr = (ir —1)2-", cs = (i, —1)2-",

• • • , ct = (it — l)2_n and the remaining c, equal ij2~n. S. Berman [2]

proved: For n^l, let J^| F,-,„|2k be the sum of the 2^th powers of

the F,-,„ over all cubes C(i, n). Its limit, for «—»<», exists with proba-

bility 1 and is equal to a numerical constant Bk.

The theorem below gives the numerical value of Bk.

Theorem.

(2£)!f * /k\      f

where

0 -  t!   .
W       rl(k-r)l

Proof. Berman showed in [2] that

(4) Bk = ((2k)l/k\2k)D*k
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where Dk is the variance of the &th-order difference of A(-) over the

corner-points of the unit cube. We shall show that

(5) ft = 2*-lt(-Dr-1QVf.

Represent the 2k different corner points by tx, • • • , t2h. Let e,,

j = 1, ■ • • , 2k denote + 1 according to the rule: e, = +1 if there are

an even number of zeros in the k coordinates of tj, whereas, e, = —1

if there are an odd number of zeros in the k coordinates of tj. We can

then write Dk as

-■     *> "I 2 2

Dk = Var    Z eJX(h)    =EZ WiP(U, h)
-   j=l - i=X   3=1

2h      2A"

(6) = Z Ee,-ey(l/2){||/<|| + |W| - \\ti-tj\\\
»'=1  3—1

= EE eiej\\u\\ — (1/2) Z Z eie,\\ti — t,\\.
t=i y—i t=i j=i

There are Ckj distinct ways of forming ^-tuples consisting of exactly

j zeros and k —j ones, thus

2* k     /£\

(7) E^=E( .)(-iV = o
3-1 3-0 V/

(For the last equality see [3, p. 63].) We therefore have

(8) Z Z e,-e,-!|*<||  = Z e, Z e<||*<|| = 0.
i-l  ;=1 3—1 «'=1

Now, since the t/s are corner points of the unit cube in ^-dimensional

Euclidean space, we have \\ti — tj\\ = \/r where r is the number of

coordinates in tt that differ from the corresponding coordinates in tj.

Also, note that if ||/j — tj\\ —y/r, then eiej=( — l)r. Thus,

2        2 h      / 7>\

-(1/2) ZZ^II^- Oil = - (1/2) Z(    )2Vr(-Dr
« 3-1 r-1 W

= 2^I(-l)-'Mv,f.

Equations (4), (6), (8) and (9) yield the desired result of the theorem.
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